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        1                     P R O C E E D I N G S

        2                     Thursday, June 3, 2010

        3                             - - -

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Good morning.  It is Friday,

        5      June 4th, 2010 at 10:48 a.m.  Prior to convening --

        6      reconvening today's hearing session I had off the record

        7      discussions with counsel with regards to additional

        8      witnesses that would be presented after today.  At this

        9      point in time, we'll call the hearing session back in

       10      session and my understanding is the charter school will be
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       11      calling Mr. Appleton.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Before Mr. Anders begins, I want

       13      to put on the record that this came up as well yesterday.

       14      I believe this witness, Mr. Appleton, relied on certain

       15      documents; specifically, correspondence of Henry I. Langsam,

       16      L-a-n-g-s-a-m, and a memorandum of Pocono Mountain Charter

       17      School concerning raises of personnel for budget year '06.

       18      These documents are outlined in the expert report.

       19                   Based on the phone conference call counsel had

       20      last week it's my understanding counsel was to do their best

       21      to get me these documents in advance of today's hearing.

       22      I have not received these documents.  I don't know if the

       23      witness brought them or if they are in the charter school's

       24      possession to produce.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I disagree.  We did have this
�
                                                                      1926

        1      conversation on Tuesday and I suggested that I had faxed

        2      what I got from Mr. Langsam to Miss Schurdak.  She said,

        3      "I didn't get it."  We came out here; I showed her the fax.

        4      It was clear that her number was not on the fax sheet, so

        5      she took the documents, copied them, and she got them on

        6      Tuesday.

        7                   As far as the memorandum of the raises,

        8      that's an exhibit and anything else that she wanted I think

        9      Mr. Appleton's note, which I passed along to her, indicates

       10      that those documents are publicly available such as minutes,

       11      bylaws, corporate charter.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I believe I have your witness's

       13      notes here and I'll represent that this is what I copied.

       14      You see these are blank.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  Right, because the letter, No.
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       16      12, is attached.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Only one letter?

       18                   MR. FENNICK:  You'll have to ask him.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Okay.  If it's only one letter

       20      then it is attached.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  All right.  So, before we begin

       22      Mr. Appleton's testimony I just want to make sure I

       23      understand the nature of the issues being raised by counsel.

       24      In looking at what has been pre-marked as Charter School 44,

       25      Mr. Anders intends to introduce Pages 3 and 4.  I believe
�
                                                                      1927

        1      Mr. Appleton refers to the documents or materials that he

        2      reviewed.  My understanding is we -- based on what I'm

        3      hearing, we have no objection as to Item No. 1 identified at

        4      Page 3, Item No. 2 identified on Page 3, Item No. 3 which is

        5      identified on Page 3.  Is that correct, Counsel?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Correct.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Turning to Page 4, do we have any

        8      issues with items --

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't know if there has been

       10      amendments.  I don't know what -- what bylaws this witness

       11      referred to, so I would say that remains an issue.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  4 and 5.  6, I believe, the

       13      financial reports, that's been admitted into evidence.

       14      Is that correct, Mr. Fennick?

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  I believe Mr. Appleton is relying

       16      on the signature sheet for the raises which was three pages

       17      introduced --

       18                   MR. LITTS:  No, no, I'm just going through

       19      Mr. Appleton's report on No. 6.  Are there any issues --

       20      let me ask Miss Schurdak.  Is there any issue as to No. 6?

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't believe that is in
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       22      evidence.

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  Well --

       24                   MR. LITTS:  No. 7, financial --

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  7 is in evidence.
�
                                                                      1928

        1                   MR. LITTS:  So, nothing on 7.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't believe I have --

        3                   MR. LITTS:  No. 8, is that at issue?

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  No. 9.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  No. 10, an interview with

        8      Ms. Dezonie, so there would be a document.

        9                   No. 11, transcripts, both parties have

       10      transcripts.

       11                   No. 12, correspondence.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  If it's limited to the one

       13      letter.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  That you received earlier this

       15      week.  Then, I believe there's no issue.

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's correct.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And No. 13.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm not sure what this

       19      memorandum is, if I've seen it.

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, that, I believe, is the

       21      document that's in evidence which is the three page

       22      memorandum that approved raises for charter school personnel

       23      signed by a number of school board members and I can get the

       24      exhibit number if you give me a minute.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's what you're calling a
�
                                                                      1929
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        1      memorandum?

        2                   MR. FENNICK:  You know, I would have to show it

        3      to Mr. Appleton, but I'm presuming that's what it is.

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Okay, I can ....

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Off the record.

        6                   (Off record.)

        7                   MR. LITTS:  So, based on what I'm hearing from

        8      counsel, Miss Schurdak, the nature of your objection is that

        9      you don't believe that you have in your possession the

       10      documents this witness would have relied upon in preparing

       11      his report as enumerated in his report as numbers 4, 5, 6

       12      and possibly 13.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That is correct.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  All right.  Well, this is what I'm

       15      going to do.  Your objection is noted.  At this time I'm not

       16      going to rule on it.  Mr. Anders, presumably, is going to

       17      walk him through his testimony and he may make reference to

       18      those types of things so we can clear that up.  There will,

       19      obviously, be the opportunity for cross examination and you

       20      can explore that with him and I'm presuming that you could

       21      refresh this witness's recollection as to what he reviewed

       22      or he even may have notes available to him that he could

       23      show you what he reviewed and relied upon.  So, I think we

       24      can work through that.

       25                   Originally we had scheduled Mr. Appleton as the
�
                               Appleton - Voir Dire                   1930

        1      only witness today, so I'd hate to do it, but E if we need

        2      to take a short recess to review some things I think we can

        3      do that.  So, that's how I intend to proceed.

        4                   So, with that, Mr. Anders, you may commence

        5      your direct examination.

        6                   MR. ANDERS:  Thank you.
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        7                              - - -

        8                   JOHN APPLETON, ESQ., having been duly sworn

        9      according to law, testified as follows:

       10      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. ANDERS:

       11             Q     Sir, would you state your name for the record,

       12      please?

       13             A     John Appleton.

       14             Q     And what is your business address?

       15             A     415 Wyoming Avenue in Scranton.

       16             Q     And what is your profession?

       17             A     Attorney.

       18             Q     And are you licensed?

       19             A     I am.

       20             Q     By whom?

       21             A     The State of Pennsylvania.

       22             Q     And how long have you been licensed as an

       23      attorney in the State of Pennsylvania?

       24             A     Oh, Marshall.  39 years.

       25             Q     And what courts are you licensed to practice in
�
                               Appleton - Voir Dire                   1931

        1      front of?

        2             A     All of the courts of the Commonwealth of

        3      Pennsylvania, federal courts.

        4                   (CURRICULUM VITAE marked for identification as

        5      Charter School Exhibit No. 43.)

        6             Q     I'm going to show you what I have marked for

        7      identification as Charter School Exhibit 43.  Are you

        8      familiar with that?

        9             A     I am.

       10             Q     And what is it?

       11             A     It's my curriculum vitae and it's Martindale
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       12      Hubbell, which is an attorney's directory -- it's the

       13      Martindale Hubbell notation of my firm which lists our

       14      representative clients and the members of the firm and has

       15      my own personal resume.

       16             Q     Could you briefly describe for us your

       17      curriculum vitae, take us through it just generally?

       18             A     I graduated from Boston College Law School in

       19      1971, commenced -- clerked for Judge Conaboy and Judge

       20      Kosik, who are now federal judges in Scranton, Pennsylvania.

       21                   From there I joined a firm called Nogi,

       22      O'Malley & Harris which morphed into a form called Nogi,

       23      Appleton, Weinberg & Wren which I am the managing partner

       24      of.

       25                   The only addition I would have to the
�
                               Appleton - Voir Dire                   1932

        1      curriculum vitae is that after I sent this to you I was

        2      engaged as general counsel to Allied services which is a

        3      rehabilitation hospital in Scranton/Wilkes-Barre and that

        4      would be the only addition.

        5             Q     Do you have any areas of practice that you

        6      specialize in or emphasize?

        7             A     Basically corporate law.

        8                   MR. ANDERS:  Cross examine as to

        9      qualifications.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       11                             - - -

       12      VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

       13             Q     Good morning, Mr. Appleton.  My name is

       14      Ellen Schurdak.  In reviewing your curriculum vitae it

       15      doesn't appear that you -- strike that.  Your curriculum

       16      vitae, with exception of the addition you just gave for the

       17      record, is complete.
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       18             A     The question -- yes.

       19             Q     And you would agree with me that your focus has

       20      been on representing private corporations as an attorney?

       21             A     Correct.

       22             Q     You do not have experience in representing

       23      local agencies?

       24             A     No.

       25             Q     No or, yes, you agree with me.
�
                               Appleton - Voir Dire                   1933

        1             A     I don't have experience in representing

        2      agencies.  I don't have experience representing

        3      municipalities, governmental entities, no.  Not for profits

        4      and for profit corporations, yes.

        5             Q     And are you aware that the charter school is a

        6      local agency?

        7             A     Not aware of that.

        8             Q     Is it fair for me to say that your focus,

        9      therefore, has been solely on evaluating the charter school

       10      as a private not for profit?

       11             A     Correct.  But I think I set forth in my opinion

       12      what the engagement was that Mr. Anders and Mr. Fennick

       13      asked me to opine to and I limited myself to those aspects

       14      that they asked me to comment on.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have nothing further.

       16                   MR. ANDERS:  I move for the qualification of

       17      Mr. Appleton as an expert in the field of corporate law.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Any objection?

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I think he is an expert

       20      as it relates to private not for profits, but I do not

       21      believe that he is an expert as it relates to local agencies

       22      and, so, I guess I'm asking for a bit more clarification
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       23      from Mr. Anders.

       24                   MR. ANDERS:  I thought I made it clear.  I

       25      moved for his -- for him to be able to testify as an expert
�
                               Appleton - Voir Dire                   1934

        1      in the field of corporate law.  The charter school is a

        2      nonprofit corporation.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I think I understand the

        4      positions of the parties.  I am going to allow

        5      Mr. Appleton's testimony based upon the representation of

        6      his 36 years of experience in this area and, as I've stated

        7      with previous experts that have been offered by both sides,

        8      at the end of the day it is for the board of school

        9      directors to ultimately decide what relevance, if any,

       10      should be given to the expert testimony that may have been

       11      offered by both sides and to the extent that there is the

       12      opportunity for cross examination of this witness as to his

       13      opinions I think that's the best way to address that.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Just note my standing objection.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  As I've noted for both counsel,

       16      everyone's objections are noted for the record.

       17                   (REPORT marked for identification as Charter

       18      School Exhibit No. 44.)

       19                             - - -

       20      DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. ANDERS:

       21             Q     Sir, I'm going to show you what I have marked

       22      for identification as Charter School Exhibit 44.  What is

       23      that, sir?

       24             A     That's the opinion that I provided to you and

       25      Mr. Fennick.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1935

        1             Q     Sir, for what purpose were you contacted by

        2      myself and Mr. Fennick?
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        3             A     You wanted testimony on the Business Judgment

        4      Rule as it impacted certain employment agreements and leases

        5      between -- that involve this matter.

        6             Q     And what did you do to investigate the

        7      background of the purpose for which you were contacted?

        8             A     I read ad nauseam a number of transcripts of

        9      people who testified in this case and I went through and

       10      dealt with certain legal aspects both from the Internal

       11      Revenue Code and the Pennsylvania Business Judgment Rule.

       12                   I looked at some of the financial information

       13      that was provided to me.

       14                   I interviewed an individual by the name of

       15      Michele Thomas Dezonie.  I'm not sure if that's the correct

       16      spelling.

       17                   I read the transcripts of the school board's

       18      experts as well as previous experts provided by the charter

       19      school and I reviewed some information that was provided to

       20      me concerning salaries that were provided to the three

       21      individuals whose agreements I looked at.

       22             Q     And do you recall what information you looked

       23      at with regard to the salaries of the individuals in

       24      question?

       25             A     As well as a 63-year-old recollection can
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1936

        1      recall, yes, I do recall it.

        2             Q     And do you recall what specifically they were

        3      and what documents?

        4             A     I looked at the three contracts for the

        5      Reverend Bloom, Mrs. Bloom, and Mr. Sever [sic] and, I

        6      should add, that except for today that was the first time

        7      I've met Reverend Bloom, I never Mrs. Bloom, I never met
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        8      Mr. Sever.

        9             Q     By the way, I probably should have asked you

       10      this --

       11             A     I never met Mr. Fennick, either, until today.

       12             Q     And have you and I ever been on the same side

       13      on any type of proceedings before?

       14             A     In 35 years I've never been on the same side

       15      with Mr. Anders and I can't tell you how many clients of

       16      mine he sued over the years, but it has to be dozen.  So,

       17      I sympathize with you as far as the circumstances of dealing

       18      with Mr. Anders 'cause I've had to do it for a whole lot of

       19      years.

       20             Q     As and as part of your background investigation

       21      did you also research the law of the Commonwealth of

       22      Pennsylvania as it relates to the Business Judgment Rule?

       23             A     As far as what I have set forth in my opinion.

       24             Q     As a result of your investigative research and

       25      based upon your experience were you able to form an opinion
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1937

        1      within a reasonable degree of legal certainty on the issue

        2      for which you were engaged?

        3             A     I have.  And I may add, if I can digress for a

        4      second, I've been on the same side of Miss Schurdak's

        5      lawfirm much more times than I've been on the same side as

        6      yours both with Mr. Kirby Upright and Terry Faul, both

        7      excellent lawyers, by the way.

        8             Q     And what is the opinion that you reached?

        9             A     Well, that the Business Judgment Rule would

       10      apply and that it's important to note that it's not a black

       11      and white rule in that it's not a question of whether

       12      somebody made the correct decision, but because, for

       13      example, municipal corporations are imbued with a certain
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       14      immunity, in the case of corporations, both for profit and

       15      not for profit, issues concerning whether or not they were

       16      fair in their deliberation, they have honest deliberations,

       17      their due diligences were appropriate, and that they made an

       18      honest and fair decision within the confines of the law,

       19      and I think I cite the Purdine (ph) case in Pennsylvania

       20      which adopts this, they are given a certain presumption and

       21      that presumption is that they did right.

       22                   Now, it's rebuttable, but there's a presumption

       23      that exists and you start from that and then usually what

       24      happens is both sides present evidence, one side to rebut

       25      the presumption, the other side to reenforce the
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1938

        1      presumption, and that's essentially a Cliff Notes version of

        2      the Business Judgment Rule, what it's all about.

        3             Q     And do you believe that the Business Judgment

        4      Rule applied to the decisions of the Board of Trustees of

        5      the charter school as it relates to the determination of the

        6      salary of the individuals you told us about?  The salaries

        7      excuse me.

        8             A     Certainly it does.  It applies to every

        9      decision of a board whether it's not for profit or for

       10      profit whether it's not for profit, taxable, or not for

       11      profit, not taxable, it applies and the Commonwealth of

       12      Pennsylvania recognizes that and imbues the board and its

       13      members with that presumption.

       14             Q     And why do you believe that the presumption

       15      applies to the decision of the Trustees with regard to the

       16      salaries of the individuals we talked -- discussed?

       17             A     Because that's what the law in Pennsylvania

       18      tells me it does.
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       19             Q     And what about with regard to the lease

       20      agreements?

       21             A     Same answer, but you have to bear in mind that

       22      the -- then there's testimony that both sides presented as

       23      far as the leases are concerned where there was expert

       24      testimony from both sides as to the viability of the leases

       25      and the per square foot rental and the term of the leases
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1939

        1      which I had the opportunity to read the transcripts of that

        2      testimony.  Both from the school district standpoint as well

        3      as the charter school standpoint.

        4                   MR. ANDERS:  I move for the admission of

        5      Charter School Exhibits 43 and 44.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Any objection?

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.  We've been admitting all

        8      the reports, but I'm still objecting as to relevancy since

        9      we have a local agency.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  The objection's noted and the

       11      report is admitted.

       12                   MR. ANDERS:  Cross examine.

       13                             - - -

       14      CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. SCHURDAK:

       15             Q     Mr. Appleton, how did you determine who you

       16      would interview?

       17             A     I asked -- I asked Dan Fennick who would be the

       18      best person to interview in order to get some of the

       19      questions that I had after I reviewed documents too numerous

       20      to contemplate to answer those questions for me.

       21             Q     And, so, it was based on Mr. Fennick's response

       22      to interview Ms. Dezonie that you decided to interview

       23      Ms. Dezonie?

       24             A     Pretty much.
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       25             Q     You chose not to interview Pastor Bloom.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1940

        1             A     As I said, the first time I ever talked to him

        2      was today.

        3             Q     In your report that you generated for today you

        4      list 13 things -- 13 items that you relied upon.  Is this an

        5      exhaustive list?

        6             A     Pretty much.  Now, bear in mind, if I can go

        7      back a second, it's not Pastor Bloom who's relevant here for

        8      my testimony, it's the board which is relevant and what they

        9      did and whether they came within the purview of the Business

       10      Judgment --

       11             Q     With all due respect, there's not a question

       12      before you right now and it's not responsive to the question

       13      I just asked you.  Your attorney will have an opportunity,

       14      sir.

       15             A     I understand that, but it was responsive to the

       16      previous question and, as I said, I wanted to digress to

       17      answer it.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I move to strike.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm not going to strike it,

       20      but, Mr. Appleton, if you could simply answers the questions

       21      there will be an opportunity for redirect.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       23             Q     Did you review the charter?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     Is there a reason that your report does not
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1941

        1      reference the charter and, specifically, Condition No. 13

        2      contained within said charter?

        3             A     Why don't you show me Condition 13?
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        4             Q     I will -- do you have the exhibit books in

        5      front of you?  It should be Volume No. I, Tab 5.

        6             A     Okay.  Which number again?  I'm sorry.

        7             Q     13.

        8             A     What's your question?

        9             Q     You would agree with me that your report does

       10      not comment on charter condition No. 13.

       11             A     All I can tell you is my report stands for what

       12      it -- what it stands for and what my opinion is is contained

       13      within the four corners of the report.  But, as I pointed

       14      out to you, when I listed the matters which I reviewed the

       15      charter was one of them.

       16             Q     And in terms of Charter School 36 ....

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I don't know if that's in

       18      the book yet, Mr. Litts, that we used this week.  I'm not

       19      sure if that's made it into the book yet.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  No, that should be in Volume II

       21      under Tab 123.

       22             A     That's the signoffs on the salaries you're

       23      talking about?

       24             Q     Yes.

       25             A     Yep.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1942

        1             Q     You would agree with me that there's no way to

        2      determine when this document was signed?

        3             A     No date on it.

        4             Q     Would you agree with me as well that there's no

        5      way to determine whether or not this was approved at a

        6      public meeting?

        7             A     Correct.  From the four corners of this

        8      document, yes.

        9             Q     And, in fact, there's no way to tell whether or
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       10      not these individuals signed off at one time or separate

       11      times.

       12             A     I have no idea.

       13             Q     Now, you mentioned that this was part of, I

       14      believe, Document No. 13 that you relied upon when

       15      generating your report and I just want to make sure that

       16      I'm correct on that.

       17             A     Yes.  Did you say part of?

       18             Q     Yes.

       19             A     Yes.

       20             Q     What are the other portions that you relied

       21      upon?  What other documents?

       22             A     Well, there was a memorandum of some salaries

       23      with some handwriting on it and there was some -- attached

       24      to that an internet breakdown of salaries that were obtained

       25      by one of the board members.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1943

        1             Q     This written memorandum, do you have it with

        2      you today?

        3             A     You're talking about as I'm sitting here today

        4      now?

        5             Q     Yes.

        6             A     No.  Are you asking me ask can I go and see if

        7      I can find it?  Probably.

        8             Q     Let me ask you this.  Let me fast track and

        9      perhaps this is it and we're just ... is this what you're

       10      referring to?

       11             A     That's it.

       12             Q     A letter?

       13             A     Yes.

       14             Q     I call it a letter, you call it a memoranda.
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       15             A     That's it.  What you just showed me is what

       16      also I looked at.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And, if I could interrupt, Miss

       18      Schurdak, is the letter that you just referred Mr. Appleton

       19      to, has that been admitted into evidence as --

       20                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It has not.  This was provided

       21      to me Tuesday morning.

       22             Q     What you call a memorandum is -- who is it

       23      generated by?

       24             A     Whoever the CEO is and I presumed that that was

       25      the Reverend, but I could have been wrong.
�
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        1             Q     You're correct, it's Pastor Bloom, and is

        2      Pastor Bloom making a recommendation that his salary be

        3      increased in that document?

        4             A     I believe a fair reading of the document would

        5      coincide with what you just asked, yes.

        6             Q     Can you tell whether or not there's a second

        7      page to this document?

        8             A     What I received was this document, not this ...

        9      from the document headed Pocono Mountain Charter School,

       10      16 Carriage Square, Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania, to the Board of

       11      PMCS from the CEO, from that page to Henry Langsam's letter

       12      dated May 26th, 2006, that's what I looked at.

       13             Q     Did you have any other correspondence from the

       14      attorney, Henry Langsam, that you reviewed?

       15             A     Not that I recall.  But I saw a lease with his

       16      name on it.

       17             Q     I'm sorry, what?

       18             A     I think I saw a lease with his name on it.

       19             Q     Okay.  I'm just asking about correspondence.

       20             A     No, not that I recall.
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       21             Q     The Business Judgment Rule has an exception

       22      built into it with respect to if there's self dealing

       23      occurring; is that correct?

       24             A     Correct.

       25             Q     And I think in your report you reference that.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1945

        1             A     No question.

        2             Q     And as an expert I want to give you a

        3      hypothetical.  I own land.

        4             A     I'm sorry?

        5             Q     I own land.

        6             A     Land.

        7             Q     I sell my land to my private, not for profit

        8      corporation.

        9             A     Taxable or not taxable?

       10             Q     Let's assume for this it results in a taxable

       11      event; I make money off the transaction.  Although, I'm not

       12      going to get hung up on the tax issues.

       13             A     I'm sorry, is the not for profit corporation

       14      taxable or not taxable?  That's important.

       15             Q     In this hypothetical let's say that it is non

       16      taxable.

       17             A     Non taxable, okay.

       18             Q     So, I sell my land.  I also am in control of

       19      the non taxable, private, not for profit corporation.

       20             A     You are in control.

       21             Q     Mm-hmm.

       22             A     You, the individual who sold the land.

       23             Q     I, the individual who sold the land.

       24             A     Okay.

       25             Q     Okay?  I am in control.  I have authority to
�
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                                Appleton - Direct                     1946

        1      sign things as president of that corporation.

        2                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  That doesn't mean that

        3      the person is in control because they have ability to sign.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Anders, I'm going to overrule

        5      your objection.  This is a hypothetical and Miss Schurdak is

        6      fair -- can characterize the hypothetical as she sees fit

        7      and the witness can answer.

        8             A     You know, everytime he interrupts you I forget

        9      a part of your hypothetical, so at some point -- and he's

       10      going to do that repeatedly.  So, just make sure you

       11      remember where we're going with this.

       12             Q     I'll try to.  I own the land as an individual.

       13      I'm selling it to the nontaxable, nonprofit corporation in

       14      which I sign documents as president.

       15             A     Okay.

       16             Q     I then lease that property.

       17             A     I being ....

       18             Q     I'm sorry, the nonprofit corporation that I

       19      am --

       20             A     Now leases it, yes.

       21             Q     Okay.  I lease that property to a local agency.

       22             A     Okay.

       23             Q     And I am CEO of that local agency.

       24             A     Okay.

       25             Q     That results in a question, does it not, on
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1947

        1      whether or not self-dealing has occurred under the ethics

        2      code.

        3             A     When you're asking me does it result in a

        4      question?  Yeah.  But, bear in mind, that you're bifurcating

        5      the issue of the sale of the land by the individual to the
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        6      not for profit corporation which has a board of directors

        7      and that board of directors or trustees would be the primary

        8      responsible party for the determination of whether or not

        9      there's an exposure to an ethics violation.  You've got a

       10      tax code that looks at that from the standpoint as to

       11      whether or not to maintain the status of not only the

       12      501(c)(3) designation, but the tax status as well as which

       13      is very valuable to a not for profit.

       14                   So, as long as the IRS is okay with it and as

       15      long as the trustees have done the appropriate due diligence

       16      the Business Judgment Rule is going to give them, with the

       17      presumption, a significant uptick as far as whether or not

       18      there's any exposure to them.

       19             Q     Well, sir --

       20             A     If that answers your question because, again,

       21      the Business Judgment Rule is not a yes or no issue, the

       22      Business Judgment Rule is just "What do you think?"

       23             Q     Mm-hmm.  And, certainly, you can't use it as a

       24      shield if there is self-dealing occurring.

       25             A     Absolutely.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1948

        1             Q     And in order to determine whether self-dealing

        2      is occurring you often have to ask the next questions I

        3      think is basically what you said.

        4             A     There's a ton of questions you want to look at.

        5             Q     And in this case --

        6                   MR. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, I don't know what

        7      number I'm up to with school district exhibits.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  School District 48.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       10                   (DEED marked for identification as School
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       11      District Exhibit No. 48.)

       12             Q     Now, I just showed you a deed.

       13             A     Okay.

       14             Q     Okay?  And the deed is for the sale of land

       15      from Mr. -- well, it says between Dennis Bloom and Gricel

       16      Bloom and Shawnee Tabernacle Church, correct?

       17             A     Correct.

       18             Q     Were you, first of all, aware of this

       19      transaction before coming here to testify today?

       20             A     The transaction?

       21             Q     Yes.

       22             A     As opposed to looking at the actual document?

       23      Yes.

       24             Q     You were aware of it.

       25             A     Mm-hmm.  Never saw the deed before, but, yeah,
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1949

        1      I was aware of it.  I was aware that Mr. and Mrs. --

        2      Reverend and Mrs. Bloom sold the property, a property, to

        3      Shawnee Tabernacle Church.  I was aware of that.

        4      Anecdotally I was.

        5             Q     You don't mention it in your report.

        6             A     No.

        7             Q     Is there a reason you failed to mention that in

        8      your report?

        9             A     Wasn't significant to me.  Again --

       10             Q     But, again, did you consider the ethics code

       11      when you made the determination that it wasn't significant?

       12             A     I considered the Business Judgment Rule as it

       13      applied to the board of trustees.

       14             Q     Did you consider Restricted Activities, 65

       15      Purdon's 1102?

       16             A     Show it to me.
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       17             Q     Sure.

       18             A     Will you give me a moment?

       19             Q     Certainly, sir.

       20             A     Now, your question is did I consider this?

       21             Q     Yes.

       22             A     No.  When I say this, it's --

       23             Q     The statute, yes.  Not my copy of the statute,

       24      but the statute itself.

       25             A     No.  The answer is no.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1950

        1             Q     If you turn to School District 12, which is

        2      Tab No. 44, I believe, so it should be in Volume I ....

        3             A     44's the deed?

        4             Q     Yes, a different deed.

        5             A     Okay.

        6             Q     And, in fact, that's a deed that Pastor Bloom

        7      signed as president of Shawnee Tabernacle Church in 2006,

        8      correct?

        9             A     The question is, does he sign this as president

       10      of Shawnee Tabernacle --

       11             Q     That's what the document says.

       12             A     Yes, he does.

       13             Q     And in 2006 Pastor Bloom was also CEO of the

       14      charter school, correct?

       15             A     I think.

       16             Q     I think the parties will stipulate to that.

       17      And you did not consider these deeds because they are not

       18      referenced in your report when you rendered your expert

       19      opinion earlier today.

       20             A     Correct.

       21             Q     Did you?
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       22             A     Correct.  I'm sorry to interject, but -- I

       23      usually let the other person finish.  I'm sorry.  But, the

       24      answer is yes, that's correct, I did not consider these

       25      deeds.  Never saw them before.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1951

        1             Q     And --

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, Mr. Litts, School

        3      District 45?

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  Miss Schurdak, what exhibit

        5      number is the deed that you just showed to --

        6             A     44.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No, it's Tab 44.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, it's School District

        9      Exhibit 12, Tab 44, and, Miss Schurdak, you asked about --

       10      you're up to 48.  I apologize, the previous deed that you

       11      just gave me, that's been marked as 48.  You are now to 49.

       12                   MR. ANDERS:  What tab are we on?

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Off the record?

       14                   (Off record.)

       15                   (NPDES PERMIT marked for identification as

       16      School District Exhibit No. 49.)

       17             A     Wait now.  Am I looking at -- am I looking at

       18      46?  What am I looking at?

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, where are you

       20      referring the witness?

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I want to refer him to SD-49

       22      which is the new document I just placed in front of

       23      Mr. Appleton.

       24                   MR. ANDERS:  I thought she was referring to

       25      something in the tabs.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1952

        1                   MR. LITTS:  I did, too.  Do you have a copy of
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        2      49 for me?

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.  I'm sorry.

        4             A     I'm looking at something called an NPDES permit

        5      which is a sewage permit.

        6             Q     You are.

        7             A     That's what I'm looking at.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  And that's where -- where you'll

        9      refer Mr. Appleton for his testimony.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  All right, everybody?  We're now

       12      referring the -- the witness is being referred to School

       13      District 49 which I just received.

       14             A     You're talking about a stormwater discharge

       15      permit under the NPDES --

       16             Q     And who is that addressed to, sir?

       17             A     Shawnee Tabernacle Church in care of Reverend

       18      Dennis Bloom.

       19             Q     And what's the date?

       20             A     That's a good question.  It's either June 20th,

       21      2007, or I'm looking at a revised version of July 5th, 2007,

       22      I don't know which.

       23             Q     Sure, I agree with you, but sometime in the

       24      summer of 2007.

       25             A     Correct.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1953

        1             Q     The second page is a document from Shawnee

        2      Tabernacle Church and it's directed to Coolbaugh Township

        3      Board of Supervisors, correct?

        4             A     Correct.

        5             Q     And, again, it's regarding permit fees for

        6      zoning.  Who signs that document?
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        7             A     You're talking about the application for the

        8      zoning permit in Coolbaugh Township?  I'm looking at

        9      something -- November 13th, 2006.  Are we on the same page

       10      here?

       11             Q     Yes, the letter on Shawnee Tabernacle Church

       12      letterhead.

       13             A     Right, November 13th, 2006, Coolbaugh Township

       14      Board of Supervisors.  Re:  Zoning permit.

       15             Q     Yes.

       16             A     Reverend Bloom.

       17                   MR. ANDERS:  I'm going to object.  I mean, I

       18      don't know what this -- the permit for an application for

       19      NPDES permit has to do with this gentleman's opinion or his

       20      expert testimony.  He's here to testify about the decisions

       21      of the board of trustees, not -- it has nothing to do with

       22      the church -- the school, it has nothing to do with the

       23      church, it has nothing to do with Reverend Bloom.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I think some of the

       25      allegations within the revocation notice have -- well, let
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1954

        1      me just stop for a moment.  This witness has said if there's

        2      self dealing there is no application of the Business

        3      Judgments Rule.

        4                   MR. ANDERS:  I don't think he said that,

        5      either.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm going to overrule the

        7      objection.  I mean, this witness did provide expert

        8      testimony, he did explain during his direct examination

        9      what documents and information he relied upon in formulating

       10      his opinion and Miss Schurdak is free to engage in cross

       11      examination with regards to the foundation that was relied

       12      upon for the expression of his opinion.  So, I believe this
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       13      falls within that and she may proceed with her questioning.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       15             Q     In terms of the application for a public

       16      hearing, whose signature appears?

       17             A     Now, when you're talking about an application

       18      are we still on the November 13th, 2006 letter?

       19             Q     No, it's the next page.

       20             A     All right.  So, we're going to the next page.

       21             Q     And at the top it says, "Application for public

       22      hearing."

       23             A     So, we're talking --

       24                   MR. ANDERS:  I'd like a continuing objection

       25      to --
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1955

        1                   MR. LITTS:  Your continuing objection is noted.

        2             Q     Here.

        3             A     I'm looking at it.  It's my understanding in

        4      a -- it's a sequential document right after the

        5      November 13th letter?  You're talking about an application

        6      for a public hearing?

        7             Q     Yes.  I don't know if it is sequential, but it

        8      may be.

        9             A     Well, the only thing I'm not understanding is

       10      what I'm looking at is an application for a public hearing

       11      for zoning, but it's attached to the zoning letter which is

       12      attached to an NPDES permit for stormwater construction

       13      site.  So, that's the whole document you're showing me.

       14             Q     To make this easier, I've made this one exhibit

       15      rather than several exhibits.

       16             A     Okay.

       17             Q     Rather than jumping back and forth a ton of
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       18      times.  So, in terms of the application for a public hearing

       19      that was submitted on behalf of Shawnee Tabernacle Church as

       20      the property owner, correct?

       21             A     Yes.

       22             Q     And, in fact, Dennis Bloom signed on behalf of

       23      the church, correct?

       24             A     You've been at this much longer than I have.

       25             Q     I have.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1956

        1             A     I would not have been able to tell you if

        2      that's his signature, but if you're telling me that's

        3      Dennis Bloom's signature then that's --

        4             Q     Well, isn't there a notary seal?

        5             A     Okay, I got it.  Yeah.  Good, thank you.

        6             Q     You're welcome.

        7             A     The signature's terrible.

        8             Q     You haven't seen mine.

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  Mr. Appleton, it's not within the

       10      purview to kill the chairman of the board.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Appleton is not testifying as

       12      an expert in penmanship, so ... any other questions about

       13      this exhibit?

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Hmmm?

       15                   MR. LITTS:  You may continue if you have any

       16      further questions.

       17             Q     In terms of 501(c)(3) corporations, there is no

       18      such thing as having apparent authority, correct?

       19             A     Are we done with this now?

       20             Q     Yes.

       21             A     Can you give me that again?

       22             Q     In terms of 501(c)(3) corporations there is no

       23      such thing as apparent authority, correct?
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       24             A     If -- I just want to make sure -- I don't want

       25      to be difficult, I just want to make sure.  If you're asking
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1957

        1      me does a not for profit corporation imbue someone with

        2      authority not expressed in order to act on their behalf --

        3      is that your definition of apparent authority?

        4             Q     Yes.

        5             A     Yeah, you're right.

        6             Q     In order to determine whether or not self-

        7      dealing applies in this case --

        8             A     In the case that's before --

        9             Q     Yes, the charter school case.

       10             A     Okay.

       11             Q     You would need to get information from Shawnee

       12      Tabernacle Church to make a determination, correct?

       13             A     No, I disagree with that.  What I -- if you're

       14      asking me what was important in this case in order to get a

       15      comfort level that there's no self-dealing or are you

       16      working at it the other way?

       17             Q     I working at it from two angles.  Yeah, you're

       18      on to me.

       19             A     No, I did not consider that portion of what you

       20      just asked me as being relevant to my decision.  My opinion.

       21      He makes the decision, Mr. Litts does.

       22             Q     Under the ethics code you would agree with me

       23      that that is important.

       24                   MR. ANDERS:  I'm going to object to that

       25      because we haven't established that we're dealing with a
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1958

        1      public official and I note that the exhibit that

        2      Mr. Appleton was shown left out the definition of public
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        3      official.  We're talking about someone who apparently has

        4      some relationship to a church and I don't think that makes

        5      him a public official.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I agree with Mr. Anders.  I'm

        7      talking about Pastor Bloom as CEO of the charter school

        8      which falls under the purview of being a local agency

        9      within the Commonwealth.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  Well --

       11                   MR. ANDERS:  I don't agree with that legal

       12      opinion.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Well, you guys haven't agreed to

       14      much on the legalities, so that doesn't surprise me, but I

       15      do believe it's relevant without making a determination --

       16      if Miss Schurdak is asking the question if a CEO of a

       17      charter school in her view qualifies as a public employee

       18      for purposes of what we commonly refer to as the ethics act

       19      I definitely think that's in the ballpark.  Now, I haven't

       20      reviewed those decisions recently --

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I will note for the record --

       22                   MR. LITTS:  -- but why don't you withdraw your

       23      question and try it a different way and we'll see if we can

       24      address it.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I lost my train of thought, so
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1959

        1      Mr. Anders was successful.

        2             A     He's been doing that to me for 35 years, so

        3      don't feel bad.

        4             Q     It's annoying.

        5             A     Yeah, very annoying.

        6             Q     Are you familiar with local agency laws?

        7             A     Yes, but I'm not an expert in it.

        8             Q     Did you re -- your report doesn't reference
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        9      whether or not you reviewed the charter school laws prior to

       10      drafting your report.

       11             A     I did not.

       12             Q     You did not.  Is it fair for me to say, then,

       13      that you made no inquiry prior to coming here today as to

       14      whether or not the charter school may be operating under the

       15      ethics act?

       16             A     That's fair.

       17             Q     And the ethics act has separate requirements

       18      from the Business Judgment Rule that you testified about

       19      earlier.

       20                   MR. ANDERS:  Again, I want a continuing

       21      objection to this.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  It's noted and it's overruled.

       23             A     You'd have to show me the ethics act and let me

       24      compare it to both the issues concerning the IRS issues and

       25      the Business Judgment issues, but I would point out to you
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1960

        1      that one of the problems with what you're asking me is there

        2      is a situation here whereby the charter was given an

        3      additional term in either 2005 or 2006.  So, if you've got a

        4      situation where the school district is --

        5             Q     I'm sorry to interrupt, but this is not in

        6      response.

        7             A     Oh, yes, it is.  You asked me and I'm telling

        8      you.  So, if you have a situation over ethics where you're

        9      asking me if that should be raised, there's an estoppel

       10      issue that comes into effect almost across the board here

       11      from the standpoint of what the school district should have

       12      done at the time that it renewed the charter and how that

       13      crosschecks against the IRS rules which has, to the best of
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       14      my knowledge, not affected in any way the tax status of the

       15      charter school.

       16                   So, if the IRS is saying what they did is okay

       17      and if the school district is saying what they did is okay

       18      and if the issues that the school district is passing on

       19      predate the date of the renewal, you've got trouble.

       20             Q     Well, Mr. Appleton, would you read for me 24

       21      P.S. 17-1729-A?

       22             A     You're asking me to read --

       23             Q     Oh, yes, I am.

       24             A     From the 2007-2008 Pennsylvania School Law and

       25      Rules book done by a Michael I. Levin and we're on Page 617
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1961

        1      and we're looking at 24 Purdon's Statute -- stop me if I'm

        2      misstating, 17-1728-A, Annual Reports and Assessments?

        3             Q     No, 1729-A on the --

        4             A     24 Purdon's Statute 1729-A, Causes for Renewal

        5      or Termination.

        6             Q     And just read A for me within that, please.

        7             A     "During the term of the charter school or at

        8      the end of the charter school the local board of school

        9      directors my choose to revoke or not to renew the charter

       10      based on any one of the following:"

       11             Q     Thank you.

       12             A     Colon.

       13             Q     And you weren't aware of that when you --

       14      before coming here today, were you?

       15             A     Well, you know -- when we look at a particular

       16      thing from your perspective versus mine the answer is -- did

       17      I know about that section?  Yes, in the context that I knew

       18      there was a renewal, I knew that the renewal happened, I

       19      knew that the -- I knew that the renewal occurred in 2005 to
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       20      2006, I knew there's an estoppel issue involved in that, I

       21      knew that the IRS had not affected their tax status, but I

       22      did know that you have an opportunity to address a charter

       23      when the charter either is expiring or the charter is up for

       24      renewal and needs to be addressed in some fashion and you

       25      didn't do it.
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1962

        1             Q     And you didn't know prior to coming here today

        2      that the statute permits during the term of the charter the

        3      board may choose to revoke.

        4             A     No problem, but --

        5             Q     Thank you, sir.

        6             A     But --

        7             Q     Thank you, sir.  You answered the question.

        8             A     I need to finish.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Let him finish answering the

       10      question.

       11             A     But, if the issues that you're addressing

       12      predate the renewal date that militates against you and when

       13      you go into the Business Judgment Rule and you have a

       14      presumption you can't get over that presumption when you're

       15      estopped from proceeding on issues that predate the renewal.

       16             Q     Have you ever represented a school district

       17      before, sir?

       18             A     Never.  If you look at my curriculum vitae

       19      you'll see that what I represent is not for profits and for

       20      profit corporations.  I think we established that.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  I think we established he hasn't

       22      represented a school district or charter school.  Is that

       23      correct, sir?

       24             A     Never.
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       25             Q     So, you're not familiar with the public school
�
                                Appleton - Direct                     1963

        1      code.

        2             A     No.

        3             Q     How much are you charging for testifying here

        4      today?

        5             A     $175.00 an hour.

        6             Q     And how much did you charge for drafting the

        7      report?

        8             A     You know, I don't know.  I haven't sent a bill

        9      yet, but the answer is I received a retainer of $2,000.00

       10      and at the end of the process I send a bill which is a

       11      compilation of my hours and what it turns out to be it is.

       12             Q     So, are you charging 175 an hour for --

       13             A     Across the board.

       14             Q     -- everything?

       15             A     Yeah.

       16             Q     Did you place a minimum of hours in terms of

       17      for in-hearing testimony?

       18             A     No.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I would move for the admission

       20      of, I think, 48 and 49 into evidence.

       21                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection to both.  48 on the

       22      grounds of lack of relevance; 49, lack of relevance, it's

       23      hearsay, and it's a compilation of documents from a

       24      different period of time.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  The objection's noted and
�
                               Appleton - Redirect                    1964

        1      overruled.  They are admitted.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And I have no further questions

        3      for Mr. Appleton.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Redirect?
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        5                   MR. ANDERS:  Yeah, I have some follow-up.

        6                             - - -

        7      REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. ANDERS:

        8             Q     Sir, were you here or was part of your task to

        9      determine whether -- what the activities of Pastor Bloom

       10      were?

       11             A     The activities?

       12             Q     Yes.

       13             A     I read a contract which set forth what he was

       14      supposed to do, if that's what you're asking.

       15             Q     But insofar as any relationship he has with

       16      Shawnee Tabernacle Church, did that fall within the purview

       17      of your task?

       18             A     No, and I have no idea.

       19             Q     And Exhibit 48 and 49, the deed -- let me just

       20      show you 48, the deed.  Can you tell from that document or

       21      the transaction that it envisions whether or not that is

       22      evidence of self dealing?

       23             A     I have no idea.

       24             Q     And can you tell -- strike that.  Does that

       25      document, in and of itself, have any bearing or relevance to
�
                               Appleton - Redirect                    1965

        1      the opinions that you've expressed here today?

        2             A     None.  The Business Judgment Rule has to do

        3      with the board of trustees and how they came to a conclusion

        4      as to whether certain actions were right or wrong, nothing

        5      to do with the particular individual.

        6             Q     And when we talk about the board of trustees

        7      we're talking about the board of trustees of the charter

        8      school.

        9             A     Correct.
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       10             Q     Now, I would assume, then, that is why you did

       11      not interview Pastor Bloom, because you were not -- he's not

       12      a member of the board of trustees.

       13             A     And what he does or doesn't do in conjunction

       14      with what you engaged me for wasn't relevant.

       15             Q     And with regards to School Exhibit 49, does

       16      that have any relevance or bearing of any nature on your

       17      opinion that we had you express here today?

       18             A     It may have something to do with ethics issues,

       19      but has nothing to do with the Business Judgment Rule and I

       20      have no idea from the standpoint of that document how that

       21      would impact on what I saw as far as the contracts and the

       22      lease in question.

       23                   You know, one of the -- the best testimony that

       24      I had an opportunity to read came from the gentleman -- and,

       25      I'm sorry, I don't remember his name, but he was the school
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        1      district's appraiser out of the Allentown, Bethlehem, and

        2      Easton area where he testified on the lease concerning

        3      whether the board was justified in relying upon an appraisal

        4      and he said, "Yes."  Well, that's the kind of stuff you've

        5      got to look at when you're talking in terms of Business

        6      Judgment Rule, what justifications and due diligence are

        7      done, what was done in order to explore options, and whether

        8      or not the actions taken can be looked upon as falling

        9      within the purview of the presumption that the act gives and

       10      whether or not you can look at it as being fair and

       11      honorable.  That's the issue.  It's the board of trustees,

       12      not a particular individual.

       13             Q     And do you have any knowledge as to whether or

       14      not Pastor Bloom in his affiliation with Shawnee Tabernacle

       15      Church is a public official?
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       16             A     As I said, I only met the gentleman for 25

       17      minutes, delightful gentleman, before I testified and if

       18      everybody would have come out on time I would have never

       19      met him.

       20             Q     Have any of the questions asked you by Ms.

       21      Schurdak in any way affected the opinions that you have

       22      expressed here today?

       23             A     No.

       24                   MR. ANDERS:  Thank you.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Unfortunately, but I'll try to
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        1      make this short.  I'm going to ask for your assistance, Mr.

        2      Litts, because it sounds like you have an up to date list of

        3      all our exhibits.  It was the exhibit brought by the charter

        4      school's expert on Tuesday.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Referring to Mr. Klein's exhibit.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No, Tuesday -- CS-30.  I found

        7      it.

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  We're honored that you consider

        9      Ms. Dezonie an expert.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  CS-30 was the appendix to what I

       11      understood --

       12                   MR. ANDERS:  First of all, that was the

       13      testimony of the CPA who was never qualified as an expert

       14      and --

       15                   MR. LITTS:  That is correct.  That is correct.

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mr. Anders is correct, I erred.

       17             Q     This is 30, so, in theory ... now, are you

       18      aware that Pastor Bloom is an ex officio member of the board

       19      of trustees of the charter school?  Mr. Appleton?

       20             A     I'm sorry, I'm just looking to make sure I'm on
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       21      the same page with everybody.  I apologize, what was the

       22      question?  Do I know if he's an ex officio member?  No.

       23             Q     You don't know.

       24             A     No.  If I did, I don't remember now.  By ex

       25      officio -- is our definition of ex officio means he doesn't
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        1      vote?

        2             Q     Mm-hmm.

        3             A     Okay.  I'm sorry, go ahead.

        4             Q     And there is nothing in your report to indicate

        5      that you reviewed any appraisals that were generated

        6      contemporaneously or right before any lease agreements were

        7      signed between the charter school and its landlord, Shawnee

        8      Tabernacle Church.

        9                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  This is beyond the

       10      scope of redirect.  My scope of redirect was very limited.

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  He was talking about lease

       12      agreements.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to overrule the

       14      objection.  He can answer the question.

       15             A     I did review -- it's very difficult for me to

       16      pronounce the woman's name, but Spitz something or other.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Spitzfaden.

       18             A     Her.  I did review that.

       19             Q     Well, Mr. Appleton, at the very beginning of my

       20      cross today I asked you about your report and the documents

       21      listed here, if this was an exhaustive list and you replied

       22      "Yes."So, you reviewed other documents other than what

       23      appear here.

       24             A     That I didn't utilize for purposes of including

       25      in my report.  For example, while I reviewed the two experts
�
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        1      on real estate that you produced and -- I didn't include

        2      them in my report because I did not -- I did not utilize

        3      their opinions as being relevant to my decision-making just

        4      as I also took a look at Miss Spitzfaden's report which I

        5      didn't include as far as the issue that was raised by my

        6      engagement.

        7             Q     And one of the things you looked at to

        8      determine whether or not the Business Judgment Rule applies

        9      in this case to the lease agreement is whether or not an

       10      appraisal exists around the time of the signing of the

       11      lease.

       12                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  This is way beyond the

       13      scope of redirect.  It's like getting to cross examine the

       14      witness again.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  He brought up the lease

       16      agreement and the Business Judgment Rule.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, how far are we going

       18      with this?

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I just want to put on the record

       20      that there's no appraisal that exists around the time of

       21      either lease agreement --

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I mean, we have the

       23      documents, the board is fully capable of reading the

       24      documents and looking at a calendar and ascertaining when

       25      appraisals existed.  We don't need this witness to answer
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        1      questions to determine that.  So, is there something else

        2      you have for this witness?

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well --

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Is there something else on behalf

        5      of this witness?
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        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Note my objection.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  It's noted.  Anything else for

        8      Mr. Appleton?

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.

       10                             - - -

       11      BY MR. LITTS:

       12             Q     Mr. Appleton, unfortunately, I have some

       13      questions for you.

       14             A     Shoot.

       15             Q     In taking a look at your report and in

       16      listening to your testimony it's my understanding that you

       17      were retained for purposes of rendering an expert opinion on

       18      the application of the Business Judgment Rule as to the

       19      activities of the board of trustees for the charter school.

       20      Is that correct, sir?

       21             A     In regard to four contracts.

       22             Q     But specifically with regard to the four

       23      contracts.

       24             A     Correct.  That's how you would have to do it.

       25             Q     And if I understand your testimony correctly as
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        1      to the application of the Business Judgment Rule to any

        2      corporation, private, not for profit, it's a factually

        3      intensive analysis that one would go through in making a

        4      conclusion.

        5             A     An opinion as to a conclusion, correct.

        6             Q     Yes.

        7             A     And it's subjective.

        8             Q     Yes.  And I'm assuming you would be in

        9      agreement with me in rendering an opinion in looking at the

       10      facts you would have to determine what policies, what rules,

       11      what laws, what regulations would apply to a particular
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       12      member of a board of trustees or a corporate board in

       13      exercising their duties.

       14             A     Under the Business --

       15             Q     Under the Business Judgment Law.

       16             A     Yes.

       17             Q     So, to the extent that you have a private

       18      corporation and they have, you know, responsibilities and

       19      they're your client and they're located in Pennsylvania you

       20      refer to Pennsylvania law and applicable federal law and the

       21      corporate bylaws and all those things --

       22             A     You want to see how arm's length the situation

       23      is, if everybody is represented by counsel, how they dealt

       24      with the transaction from the standpoint of due diligence,

       25      what information they utilized, and then you have the
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        1      presumption which you're building on and that presumption

        2      goes a long way towards giving them protection.  It doesn't

        3      give them the immunity, say, of a school board member, but

        4      it gives them at least a leg up on just ordinary negligence.

        5             Q     Understood.  But when you're looking at and

        6      trying to determine whether they were simply negligent or

        7      the presumption shouldn't apply we're going to look at those

        8      rules that they're supposed to operate under --

        9             A     Yes.

       10             Q     -- and those rules will most likely be

       11      different if we're talking about a private corporation

       12      versus a nonprofit corporation.

       13             A     Well, the application of the rule is the same,

       14      but, obviously, because of the differences between the two

       15      you have to look at different factors.

       16             Q     The other thing that I gleaned from your
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       17      testimony is that when we're talking about the Business

       18      Judgment Rule we're talking about as to the application of

       19      the board of trustees members.

       20             A     Correct.

       21             Q     We're not talking about the activities of a

       22      chief administrative officer or chief executive officer that

       23      may work for that corporation.

       24             A     Correct.

       25             Q     And if I heard you correctly with regard to the
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        1      presumption, and I'll give you a hypothetical, if a chief

        2      administrative officer was doing something inappropriate

        3      and giving the board of trustees documents that, sort of,

        4      covered that up, if I understood you correctly if the board

        5      of trustees reasonably relied upon that documentation then

        6      the presumption would apply so long as their activities were

        7      reasonable.

        8             A     As long as it wasn't a crayon on a napkin,

        9      but was, for example, let's assume, a fraudulent financial

       10      statement prepared by a certified public accountant that

       11      they doctored, yeah, that would protect them.

       12             Q     Yeah, and, so, the idea is that as long as they

       13      reasonably relied --

       14             A     Yes, and what you had is a reasonable document

       15      that you can look at and say, "Well, yeah, that's reasonable

       16      that they should have done that."

       17             Q     And, again, what I took from your testimony,

       18      when we decide what's reasonable we have to look at the

       19      facts --

       20             A     Big time.

       21             Q     -- and your example is, like you said, if

       22      something is written in crayon and given to the board --
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       23             A     They're not going to go very far in sitting

       24      there under the shield -- the presumption's quickly going to

       25      go away.
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        1             Q     But, presumably, if it was a hundred page

        2      contract that had been prepared and someone simply slid in a

        3      page --

        4             A     And they looked at it and there's -- there was

        5      a big discussion in one of the transcripts concerning if

        6      you've got lawyers on both sides -- under the notice

        7      provision of the contract whether you can reasonably

        8      conclude that both sides were represented by counsel, that

        9      kind of stuff, you could take a reasonable conclusion that

       10      they were and the presumption and the Business Judgment Act

       11      would protect them if it turned out that that was not the

       12      case.

       13                   Don't forget.  The Business Judgment Act only

       14      comes into effect when they make a decision and it comes

       15      back to bite them.  There is no business -- presumption if

       16      everything went good.  It's only when it goes bad that you

       17      turn around and look to see whether or not they were right

       18      in how they handled the matter.

       19             Q     Like I said, I'm just trying to understand and

       20      I think I understood your testimony on that and I think

       21      that's ... this is helpful.

       22                   The other question I had is with regards to

       23      what you were retained to do and, again, if I'm

       24      mischaracterizing your testimony or how I understood it,

       25      please correct me.  My understanding is that you were
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        1      retained for the express purpose of reviewing the potential
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        2      application of the Business Judgment Rule to the board of

        3      trustees to the four contracts that you referred to; the

        4      leases and the employment agreements that you testified to.

        5             A     Correct.

        6             Q     You were not retained for the purposes of doing

        7      whatever you wanted to do or what you felt -- you had a

        8      specific assignment, for lack of a better term.

        9             A     Correct.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  That's all the questions I have for

       11      Mr. Appleton.  Based on my questions, Mr. Anders, do you

       12      have any questions?  Miss Schurdak, do you have any

       13      questions?

       14                             - - -

       15      REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. ANDERS:

       16             Q     Just a couple follow-ups.  With regard to --

       17      did you have enough facts in this case to render your

       18      opinion?

       19             A     Absolutely.

       20             Q     Now, you gave us an example about crayon on a

       21      napkin.  Isn't it true that in certain times an outline on a

       22      board in Magic Marker could outline a view?

       23             A     I've had them on a cocktail napkin with stains

       24      on it that could only be concluded to be scotch, but, yeah,

       25      that's true, but that has nothing to do with whether in the
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        1      end people can reasonably conclude that the due diligence

        2      that went into that deal was satisfactory in order to come

        3      within the purview of the act.

        4                   MR. ANDERS:  Thank you.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, any questions?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  None?
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        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  None.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Any reason why Mr. Appleton can't

       10      be excused?

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I can think of none.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Appleton, thank you very much

       13      for your patience this morning and you are -- your testimony

       14      is concluded and you no longer have to be here.  Thanks.

       15                   It is 12:07.  I had a lengthy off the record

       16      discussion with counsel.  We had originally planned to

       17      simply have Mr. Appleton testify and the original thought

       18      was that the charter school may conclude their case.  We

       19      were going to call it a day.

       20                   We've had some discussions about the potential

       21      of additional witnesses and I think we have a framework to

       22      determine how we're going to proceed with that and with that

       23      framework it would be -- those individual or individuals

       24      would be testifying next week on one of the three days we

       25      have already set aside and am I correct in my statement as
�
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        1      to that?

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.  However, there may be

        3      issues.  Again, I had told my witnesses to be available for

        4      Tuesday and I cannot say with certainty whether or not they

        5      will be available on Thursday.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Well, why don't we do this?  I'm

        7      assuming there isn't any reason where we have to keep our

        8      fine stenographer around if she has other things to do.  Or

        9      if other folks who are here need to be elsewhere they can do

       10      that.

       11                   So, I am going to recess the hearing as of now.

       12      I am asking counsel to stay because we already have an
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       13      understanding as to my en camera review of certain records

       14      and let's see if we can work out what date we're going to

       15      reconvene.

       16                   I will note for the record that depending on

       17      availability of witnesses we may not reconvene on Tuesday,

       18      it may be another date, but we'll have to check on that.

       19      And --

       20                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Is there an issue with the

       21      notice that's already been published?

       22                   MR. LITTS:  What I think we can do is -- as far

       23      as cancellation, my understanding is that we don't have to

       24      do anything as far as a publication, I can simply post that,

       25      and I'm sure counsel, to the extent there's interested
�
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        1      parties, can make them aware if we don't reconvene on

        2      Tuesday, we go on another date instead.

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have not researched that

        4      issue.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Well, we can look at it.  Mr.

        6      Fennick, is there something you want for the record?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, before we dismiss the

        8      court reporter.  Hopefully, we have a solution to this and

        9      it will not be an issue, but I want to make sure that it's

       10      on the record that we raised the issue of the charter

       11      school's unavailability next week until Thursday at the time

       12      these matters were first scheduled and I have raised it

       13      since then and we will present, if necessary, the

       14      reservations for the Government Finance Officers Association

       15      conference which is being held next week in Atlanta and

       16      we -- these reservations were made in January of 2010 before

       17      the hearings were scheduled for next week.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  And Mr. Fennick is correct.  He did
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       19      share that with counsel.  My understanding -- and correct me

       20      if I'm wrong -- is that the two individuals that you wish to

       21      call, Mr. Fennick, they will not be attending that

       22      conference, correct?

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  Well --

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I think Mr. Fennick made the

       25      representation this morning that he had no surrebuttal based
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        1      on my representation as to rebuttal.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  It's my understanding that those

        3      individuals will not be attending and you can correct me if

        4      I'm wrong on that, and maybe we can make a phone call to

        5      check that, but my further understanding is that at least

        6      three of the individuals that Miss Schurdak identified as

        7      potential rebuttal witnesses, to the extent they stay within

        8      the scope of the proffer on testimony, is that it would not

        9      require anyone who would be an attendee at that conference

       10      to be called on surrebuttal, and then the fourth individual

       11      Miss Schurdak was still going to check with her client

       12      because maybe she wouldn't need to have that fourth person

       13      testify and that's what I want to talk to the parties about

       14      off the record so we can get that resolved, but we'll notify

       15      the court stenographer and to the extent we make a change in

       16      when we start back up we'll post that at the school and

       17      maybe we can post it on the website.

       18                   MR. FENNICK:  Can we put the offers on the

       19      record because maybe -- I think we'll end up arguing next

       20      week about what the offer was and where the rebuttal

       21      testimony --

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have already provided Mr.

       23      Fennick and Mr. Anders with a narrative summary of the
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       24      rebuttal, so I'm not sure why we need to put anything more

       25      on the record.
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, let me just -- my

        2      understanding is that Miss Schurdak on rebuttal intended to

        3      call her partner, Kevin Reid, and Mr. Reid was going to

        4      testify that he attended a meeting with some folks from the

        5      charter school or representatives on behalf of the charter

        6      school and he was going to testify that he did not suggest

        7      any type of arrangement on how the cost for utilities should

        8      be split between Shawnee Tabernacle Church and Pocono

        9      Mountain Charter School.  Is that correct, Miss Schurdak?

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It is and I believe, actually,

       11      counsel has agreed to stipulate that that would be his

       12      testimony.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  And that's something we can

       14      discuss.  The second witness that I recall was that there

       15      was going to be a building principal, I believe a

       16      Mr. Herman, who is going to testify in response to --

       17      someone help me -- Ms. ....

       18                   MR. FENNICK:  Loletta Robertson.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Thank you, Mr. Fennick.

       20      Miss Roberts' [sic] testimony about when she came to the

       21      school to drop off or pick up records.  I don't have a

       22      specific recollection.  And he was to say he did not have

       23      any interactions or discussions with her nor did anyone on

       24      his school staff.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  No, no, that's not the offer.
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        1      The offer was that no one on his staff meets the physical

        2      description that was given by Ms. Robertson.  That's quite

        3      different than what you just said.
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        4                   MR. LITTS:  Well ....

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  That's why I wanted this on the

        6      record.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I disagree, but I think it's

        8      in the ballpark and it's noted and I don't know if

        9      Ms. Roberts [sic] -- you know, if she's unavailable and if

       10      you want to do surrebuttal you can tell me that off the

       11      record.

       12                   And then the final witness that was identified

       13      was the school district's transportation director, Mr. Alt,

       14      and it's my understanding that he was going to testify about

       15      conversations he had with a Ms. Thorne, if I'm pronouncing

       16      that correctly.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I believe so.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Of the charter school about how

       19      education records should be exchanged or distributed or

       20      delivered or something to that.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It's a little different than

       22      that, but that's okay.

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  No, it's not okay.  It's not

       24      okay.  It needs to be exactly what the offer was.

       25      Otherwise, we may have to change our position on whether we
�
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        1      need surrebuttal.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  Again --

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  And whether folks need to be

        4      here.  The offer was that he would testify that he did not

        5      tell Olivia Thorne that records should be transferred

        6      through a bus driver.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Educational records should be

        8      exchanged through a bus driver.
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        9                   MR. LITTS:  We're in agreement?

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  So -- again, I'm trying to do the

       12      best I can --

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  I know that.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  -- based on notes.  So, I

       15      understood that if that was the scope of the testimony that

       16      the charter school probably would not be offering

       17      surrebuttal.

       18                   MR. ANDERS:  Correct.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  So, with that understanding, I want

       20      to talk to folks so we can plan this out because I don't

       21      want anymore surprises, okay, and so we can talk about all

       22      these things.  We'll recess the hearing at 12:15 and I'll do

       23      an en camera inspection of records.  We'll reconvene

       24      sometime next week, Tuesday or Thursday, as to be

       25      determined.  Thank you.
�
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        1                   (Whereupon, the above adjourned at

        2      12:15 o'clock p.m. on Friday, June 1, 2010.)

        3                             - - -

        4                   C E R T I F I C A T I O N

        5                     I, Donna G. Kenderdine, R.P.R., do hereby

        6      certify that the foregoing was taken stenographically by me

        7      on June 1, 2010, and that this transcript is a true and

        8      correct transcript of the same, fully transcribed under my

        9      direction, to the best of my ability and skill.

       10                     I further certify that I am not a relative or

       11      employee of any of the parties in this action; that I am not

       12      a relative or employee of any attorney in this action; and

       13      that I am not financially interested in the event of this

       14      action.
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       16                          ______________________________
                                   Donna G. Kenderdine, R.P.R.
       17                          Notary Public
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